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1. Introduction. By a convex body we shall mean a compact, convex

subset of ra-dimensional Euclidean space En, having interior points.

If A, BC.En, then A and B are homothetic if B is a translate of X^4,

for some X>0.

Helly's Theorem asserts the following: given a family of convex

bodies in En such that each ra-fT intersect, then they all intersect. If we

assume only that each pair of sets of the family intersect, then a con-

clusion as strong as that of Helly's Theorem cannot be reached in

general. If, however, a pairwise intersecting family of homothets of a

fixed body is given, then the family can be partitioned into a finite

number of subfamilies such that each subfamily intersects (see [l],

[2]). Following [2], we associate with a convex body K two numbers,

h(K) and H(K), defined as follows: h(K) is the least cardinal r such

that whenever JF is any family of pairwise intersecting translates of

K, then there exist r points such that each member of JF contains at

least one of them. H(K) is the least cardinal r such that whenever J

is any family of pairwise intersecting translates of sets homothetic to

K, then there exist r points such that each member of JF contains at

least one of them.

Obviously h(K) ^H(K). Equality is possible—for example, if P is

a parallelopiped, then h(P)=H(P) = l (see [2, p. 156]). In §3 we

shall prove that if T is a triangle, then h(T) =H(T) = 3. Strict inequal-

ity is also possible—for example, if C is a circular disk, then h(C)

= 3<4 = H(C) (see [l, p. 144]). It is proved in [2] that if K<ZE2 is

centrally symmetric, then h(K)r£3 and H(K)^7, and conjectured

that h(K)^3 for any convex body KQE2. Let h(n) =sup h(K),

KCEn, and H(n) =sup H(K). It is proved in [2] that H(n), and

hence h(n), is finite, and upper bounds are given. We shall prove in

§2 that

(1) h(n) g ra",        ra ̂  1.

Thus h(2) is either 3 or 4. (The results of C. A. Rogers—see [l, p.

147]—give upper bounds for h(n) which are much better than ra" for

large ra.)

The proof of (1) depends on the following lemma, proved in §2,

which is of interest in its own right.
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Lemma 1. Let K be a convex body in En. Then K contains a paral-

lelopiped P such that some translate of nP contains K.

Let GL„ be the collection of equivalence classes of compact convex

subsets of En, where two sets are identified if and only if one is a

regular affine image of the other. A metric can be defined for an as

follows. If Ki and K2 are convex bodies, let A = inf {X ̂  0: TiK/) QK2

and some translate of \TiK/) contains K2, where T ranges over regu-

lar affine maps}. Let p.(Ki, K2) =log A. If Ki and K2 are representa-

tives of the equivalence classes [Ki] and [K2] respectively of a„,

then we define ^([A'i], [K2]) =ju(Ai, K/). It is easily verified that p

is a metric on &n (see [3, p. 236]). Lemma 1 implies that if C is a

cube and K any convex body in En, then piC, K) ^log ra. Moreover,

if T is a simplex, piC, T)=log ra. Thus max /j(C, K) =log ra. This

settles a question raised in [3, p. 259].

We conclude in §4 with a special result about fe(ra).

2. Proof of Lemma 1. Let P be a parallelopiped of minimum vol-

ume containing K (such a parallelopiped exists by standard compact-

ness arguments and is nondegenerate since K has interior points).

We shall show that a translate of (l/ra)P is contained in K. P con-

sists of points x of the form x = x0+ zZ"=i aia>, where O^Sa.gl,

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , ra, and ai, • • ■ , a„ are ra independent vectors (ra inde-

pendent "edges" of P). Facets Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fn of P are defined as follows:

Fj= {xo+zZl=i <Xi3iEP: ay = 0}. Corresponding to each facet Fj we

have an opposite facet F,! =a, + 7r,= \x0+ y"_i a.-aiFi': a,■= 11.

Now we claim that for each j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n there exists p,EK such

that also py+ayEA'. This is seen as follows. Let K* = aj+K. If

K*C\K = 0, then there is a hyperplane H separating K and K*. Ii

we keep the hyperplanes carrying those facets Fi, Fi with i^j, and

replace the hyperplane carrying Ff by H, and the hyperplane carry-

ing Fi by —aj+H, then this new set of hyperplanes encloses a

parallelopiped 5 containing K and having the same volume as P.

But 5 has a pair of opposite facets free of points of K; hence S con-

tains a parallelopiped of smaller volume which in turn contains K,

contradicting the minimum property of P. Thus K*C\K^0, and

there exists a point PjEK such that aj+pjEK, as claimed. Now to

each of the 2" ra-tuples A = (8i, • • • , 5„) where each Si is either 0 or 1,

there corresponds the unique vertex of P of the form x0+ zZ"-i °ia>-

For each such A, let qA= (1/ra) zZt-i(Pi + °iai)- Note that each qA

is a point of K, being the centroid of points of K. Writing qA

= il/n) zZZ-i Pi+il/n) 1Zi-i b<ah one sees that the qA form the
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vertices of a translate of (l/n)P. Thus the convex hull of the set of

q& is a translate of (l/n)P contained in K. This completes the proof.

Proof of (1). One has h(l) = l. (This is just Helly's Theorem in

Ei.) Let ra^2, and let if be a convex body in En. Let P'QKEP,

where P' is a parallelopiped and P is a translate of nP'. Let

SF = {q-\-K: qEQ} be a pairwise intersecting family of translates of

K. Then S* = {qA-P: qEQ} is a pairwise intersecting family of

translates of P; hence there exists a point common to all the qA-P,

qEQ since h(P) = 1 (see [2, p. 156]). It follows that Q is contained

in a translate of P. But P can be covered by ra" translates of P' in

the obvious way, so that Q can be covered by ra" translates of —K.

Thus there exist l = nn points pi, • • • , pi, such that each qEQ is

contained in one of the p,— K. That is, for each qEQ, PiEqA-K, for

some i. Thus each member of fF contains at least one of the pi, • • ■ ,pv,

so h(K) ^ra". Hence h(n) ^ra", as was to be proved.

3. If T is a triangle, iJ( 7") = h( T) = 3.
Proof. Considering fj= {r+r: rG^} one sees that h(T)^3.

Thus, since A(r) £H(T), it suffices to show that H(T)^3. Let ,4, 5,

and C denote the vertices of T, and let J be a pairwise intersecting

family of translates of triangles homothetic to T. Ii each member of

SF is projected orthogonally onto a line I perpendicular to side AB, a

pairwise intersecting family of segments on I is obtained. There is a

point P common to all these segments. The line k through P per-

pendicular to /—and hence parallel to AB—intersects all the mem-

bers of SF. Similarly there are lines l2 and /3 parallel to BC and CA

respectively and intersecting all the members of JF. If k, l2, l3 intersect

in a point, then any triangle intersecting all three lines and homo-

thetic to T must contain that point; hence all members of SF would

have a point in common. If li(~M2H\l3 = 0 and if hf^k, hFMz, l2C\k are

the vertices of a triangle T' homothetic to T, then any triangle homo-

thetic to T and intersecting all three lines must contain T', and again

all members of ff would have a point in common. The only other pos-

sibility is that the points li(~\l2, hr\lit l2C\l3, are the vertices of a tri-

angle T" homothetic to —T. It is then easy to verify that any tri-

angle homothetic to T and intersecting all three lines must contain

at least one of the midpoints of the sides of T". (The reader may draw

a picture.) Hence we have three points such that each member of SF

contains at least one of those points. This completes the proof.

4. The following consequence of Helly's Theorem is well known

and easy to prove (see [l, p. 110]). Let ?F be a family of convex bodies
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in En, and let L be a convex body. Suppose that, given any ra+1

members of SF, there exists a translate of L intersecting all of them.

Then there exists a translate of L intersecting all members of 3\

In the above, we may replace the word "intersecting" by "contain-

ing" or by "contained in." The following analogous result is of inter-

est.

Let ff be a family of translates of a convex body K in En, and let L

be a convex body. Suppose that SF has the property that, given any

pair of its members, some translate of L intersects both. Then there

exist l = hin) translates, L\, • • • , Li, of L such that given any mem-

ber of ff, one of the Li, • • • , Li intersects that member. In the above,

we may replace the word "intersects" by "contains" or by "is con-

tained in."

Proof. For each KaE&, let K*= {x: x+L intersects Ka}. Then

the K* form a family 5* of translates of a fixed convex set. ff* is

pairwise intersecting, since, if K*, KpE5* and if x+L intersects both

Ka and Kp, then xEK*r\Kp. Hence there exist l = hin) points

pi, • • • , pi such that each member of ir* contains one of them. But

when K* contains p„ that means pi+L intersects Ka. This proves

the theorem with "intersects" in the statement. To complete the

proof, replace the word "intersects" by "contains" or by "is contained

in" everywhere except in the last sentence of the proof.
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